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Santa Claus is coming—Island-style! See What’s On? (page 6) for Santa Ship arrival times at Gulf Island ports on Saturday, December 10.

Health Canada ordered to examine impacts of Roundup

P

ublic concerns about the safety of pesticides in the
natural environment are finally getting some official
recognition. On November 21, Health Canada was
told to take a second look at the effects of Glyphosate-based
pesticides, such as Roundup®, on amphibians.
The decision, made by Justice Kelen of the Federal Court
of Canada, is the result of an action brought by Josette Wier,
a French-trained paediatrician and activist based in
Smithers, BC.
‘Understanding the impact of pesticides on frogs and
other amphibians is critical to understanding their impacts
on the broader ecosystem,’ explained Wier. ‘There are many
recent studies showing that Roundup and many other
Glyphosate-based pesticides contain an ingredient known
as POEA that is toxic to amphibians and perhaps also to
humans and human embryos, but Health Canada refused

to initiate a formal review of the safety of these pesticides.’
Wier’s legal challenge, brought by Vancouver lawyer,
Jason Gratl, and funded by West Coast Environmental Law
and the Driftwood Foundation, focused on wetlands that
provide critical habitat for many species of frogs and
amphibians.
Judge Michael Kelen wrote: ‘[Ms Wier] is entitled to a
proper analysis as to whether the pesticide in issue presents
an environmental risk to amphibians inhabiting ephemeral
wetlands [those that are sometimes dry] which are subject
to the aerial spraying of the pesticide in silviculture.’
‘Health Canada knew that there were risks with these
pesticides, and yet failed to act to protect amphibian species,
many of which are endangered.’ said Wier. ‘The judge
affirmed that Health Canada should take a precautionary
ROUNDUP, please turn to page 3

Special Report by Patrick Brown

BC jobs plan to create private profits through public risks

P

remier Christy Clark has made much of economic
development in BC, predicated on the export of
resources to Asia, and dependent on tax concessions
and cheap electric power for mining and natural gas
enterprises. This, she says, will produce good jobs for
families. Move to northern BC, she advised recently.
However, the BC government plan (see ‘The
Government’s Job Plan…’, top of page 2) ensures profits for
corporations, while BCHydro and the BC provincial
government assume many of the risks.

Shale Gas Extraction
Much of the overall plan depends on the successful longterm exploitation of BC’s shale gas resource in the Montney
and Horn River fields. Long-term production of this gas
depends on drilling and fracturing of many new wells, as
the production of a fractured shale gas well declines
rapidly—up to 85% in the first year.
Typically, working wells have a practical life span of
three to five years, after which they must be plugged, capped
JOBS, please turn to page 2

is available at these

Galiano library building:
2nd time lucky
In November’s local government election, Galiano voters
narrowly passed a referendum supporting plans for a new
library on the site of Galiano Community School. Results
were: ‘Yes’ 482, and ‘No’ 466. (Election results: page 3).
This is the second referendum for the project. The first
was turned down on April 23, by a margin of 31 votes,
following misinformation spread in an Island-wide flyer.
Since the April referendum, a $400,000 BC government
grant was confirmed, changing the picture for local
taxpayers. In light of this, the CRD granted a second
referendum at Local Government Election time. So all’s well
that ends well.
The November ‘yes’ vote means Galiano will receive the
$400,000 government grant, on top of the $150,000
already contributed by donors. The new 2400 sq.ft library
will give patrons space for an expanded collection,
comfortable seating, work areas, new technology and
programs for all ages.
Galiano Library Society Chair Pearl Roberts says that the
new facility will be a great improvement over the current
400 sq.ft storefront in Sturdies Bay. She adds, ‘We are
grateful to all those who went to the polls, considered the
benefits, and supported our vision of a welcoming public
space for everyone to enjoy. This will be Galiano’s first new
public building in 20 years and an important addition to the
community.’
For more info, please see www.galianolibrarynow.org. 0

SERIOUS COFFEE locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes or racks inside!

Sidney—Beacon Avenue

Nanaimo—Across from the Hospital

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Nanaimo—Crnr Island Hwy @ Hammond Bay Rd

Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Avenue

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza

Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd CO-OP

Campbell River—Willow Point Village
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Over half of the gas will be piped to Alberta, where it will

will use about 10% of the gas.
Condensate will be refined from some Alberta natural
gas or unloaded from tankers at Kitimat and transported via
a second Northern Gateway pipeline to Alberta.
Bitumen diluted with condensate will be piped to Kitimat
through the proposed Northern Gateway pipeline or to
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Tide Table Courtesy of

Durable dock systems for
exposed locations
Ross Walker
250-537-9710

On Time & On Budget
www.islandtides.com

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca
www.islandmarine.ca

All this development is to be carried out within BC’s
greenhouse gas emission targets, and a veritable bonanza
of new jobs is predicted.
The government will contribute by promoting foreign
investment in BC, working with First Nations, deregulation,

Burnaby through an expansion of the existing Trans-

‘streamlining’ land and water act authorizations, labour

Mountain pipeline. At both locations, diluted bitumen will be

skills development, and promoting trade. And expanding

loaded onto large tankers that navigate through narrow BC

power generation and distribution by BC Hydro, particularly

coastal channels.

throughout northwestern and northeastern BC.

JOBS from page 1
and abandoned (see also related article, ‘Gas exports betray
public interest’, page 8). At this point, 20% of the potential
gas has been extracted, and 80% remains in the formation.
Even the overall permeability of repeatedly fractured shale
is not sufficient to facilitate high productivity over a long
period. This is unlike conventional gas wells, from which
95% of the potential production can be realized.
Furthermore, like other hydrocarbon drilling, only half of
drilled wells are successful.
As a result, a shale gas field exploited for 20-30 years will
have thousands of depleted and capped wells. In the eastern
US, the gas production of the Marcellus shale (some 60%
of the planned production of BC’s shale gas fields) can only
be maintained by drilling some 800 new wells each year.
Fracturing has also been identified as triggering small
earthquakes. In the Horn River area, some 31 earthquakes
up to Richter scale 4.3 have been recorded since 2009. It
has been suggested that these might destabilize the banks
of the proposed Site C reservoir.

Lots of Water & Electricity
!""#

The electricity required for these projects will be supplied

The high pressure requirements of a fracturing operation
are usually provided by truck-mounted compressors,
together with trucked-in chemicals and extremely large
amounts of water. Currently, water is being drawn from
surface sources and, in a recent development, a deep saline
aquifer. The BC Government has issued a long-term water
license to Talisman Energy to draw large amounts of fresh
water from Williston Lake, behind the WAC Bennett dam
on the Peace River.
The water used for fracturing is returned to the surface,
contains undisclosed toxic chemicals, and cannot be reused
for any other purpose. In some circumstances, ‘flow-back’
water, and leaked methane, pollute groundwater.
Climate change may reduce water availability. In Texas,
a continuing drought is threatening water supplies for
continued fracturing.
A significant amount of electricity is used to operate
compression stations in produced gas gathering systems.
BC Hydro is committed to provide this, potentially from the
Site C dam.

GHG Emissions May Exceed That of Coal

The fracturing operation itself results in significant CO2
emissions. However, far more significant greenhouse gases
result from leakage from the producing well and its
equipment. According to a recent Cornell University study
of total shale gas emissions, leaked methane from drilling
and production (4-8% of production, known quaintly as

SHORELINE
DESIGN
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• Fully insured
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references

Peter Christenson • 250-629-8386
www.shorelinedesign.ca

‘fugitive emissions’), combined with the CO2 from its
eventual combustion, may exceed the greenhouse gas
impact of an energy equivalent amount of coal.
In addition, gas from the Horn River field is 12% CO2,
which is presently stripped from the produced methane and
emitted directly to the atmosphere (produced natural gas is
normally 2% CO2). So, shale gas is not a climate change
solution, even as a ‘bridge’ to a future based on renewables.

Fracturing Not Profitable For BCers
Provincial government revenues are mostly from the frontend sale of drilling rights. Royalties are already declining,
further reduced by subsidies for road building and summer
drilling (as these are deducted from royalties paid, they do
not appear on provincial government books).
Figures on the cost and profitability of gas produced by
fracturing are, to say the least, elusive. However, the breakeven price for natural gas from fractured wells has been
quoted as $7-$8 per mcf (thousand cubic feet). The current
North American market price has recently been in the $3$4 range, as fracturing activity in shale gas fields throughout
the US has resulted in an oversupply.
It would appear on the face of it that this business is
currently losing money, and lots of it. However, the players
are large oil and gas companies, and they have many ways
of hedging their financial bets—see below.

Asian Potential For LNG
All over North America, natural gas is transported by
pipeline. But to move it between continents, it must be
liquefied and moved in Liquefied Natural Gas tanker ships,
which are equipped with a number of spherical tanks
containing gas at -162ºC and 3.6 psi pressure. The LNG
occupies 1/600 the volume of the gas. (Conveniently, during
the voyage, the ship can be powered by ‘boil-off’ from the
stored LNG.)
Currently, natural gas prices in Asia are three to four
times North American prices; they are related to world
crude oil prices, which have generally risen in recent years.
Because of the capital investment required for LNG
transport, 20-25 year supply contracts dominate trading.
Besides the ships, the trade requires LNG liquefaction
plants, ship loading facilities, and unloading facilities and
regasification plants at voyage end.
Leakage from liquefaction, transportation, and
regasification has been estimated at 20% of the total gas
input. Despite this, international trade in LNG appears
profitable. There is plenty of international competition from
Qatar, Algeria, Indonesia, Trinidad and Tobago, Brunei,
Egypt, Nigeria, Australia, United Arab Emirates, Yemen,
and Russia. Howeve, they draw on conventional gas fields,
not fractured shale gas.
It has been estimated that the operation of one LNG
plant would require a 17-fold increase in BC’s natural gas
production. LNG refrigeration plant costs range over $1
billion. Most are powered by gas turbines, with large electric
start-up motors, using 8-10% of the gas to accomplish the
liquefaction/refrigeration.
A liquefaction train can also be completely powered by
electricity. However the price of electricity would have to be
very low for this to be feasible. Premier Clark did not make
clear which kind is proposed for the Kitimat LNG plant.
JOBS, please turn to page 9
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Arrive at a
Our quality accommodation includes
Indoor pool, sauna
free parking, in-room coffee,
a convenient location
and a warm welcome.
Stay with us.

from

3110 Douglas St, Victoria BC V8Z 3K4
across from Mayfair Shopping Centre.

1-800-997-6797
Photo: Henny Schnare

www.blueridgeinn.ca

Three generations of Galiano readers. The Guins look forward to a library building; see referendum results, below.

* Single occupancy. Subject to availability. Valid to March 31,2012

2011 LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTION RESULTS
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MAYOR:
Jack A. Adelaar
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David Critchley
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Kathy Dunster
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Ron Emerson
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Independent
Dental Hygiene
in a relaxed setting
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Mel Dorey
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THETIS ISLAND
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Sue French
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Stephanie Cottell
61

Registered Dental Hygienists
offering:
• scaling • root planing
• polishing • whitening
• other services

Nanaimo Regional District

Celebrating 9 years of service in beautiful Sidney-by-the-Sea
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Powell River R D
LASqUETI ISLAND - ELECT’L AREA ‘E’

PRRD DIRECTOR:
Merrick Anderson
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WELL WATER
More daily flights home from the Mainland
Contamination can occur
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SAFE TO DRINK?

GALIANO COMMUNITY USE BUILDING REFERENDUM
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without changes in colour or
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1-800-447-3247

Canada to consider the environmental risks of substances
that BC government scientists have flagged as posing a
major risk to frogs and other amphibians,’ said Andrew
Gage, staff lawyer with West Coast Environmental Law.
‘This decision empowers the public to demand that
pesticides
be re-examined
when science
The Island
Tides 10.25"
x 2" casts doubt on their
safety and shows Health Canada that it must take such

possible aerial spraying of Monsanto’s pesticide Vision in the
forests near Smithers. Glyphosate products are widely used
on lawns, forests and in agriculture across Canada.
The case demonstrates that Health Canada must address
requests by the public for a review of the safety of a pesticide
where there is scientific uncertainty about its risks. 0

fax: 250-656-0443 Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net
2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1
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Our Islands. Our World.
www.islandtides.com
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Readers’ Letters
Farewell from CRD Director Hancock
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Time-proven for over 25 years
No maintenance required
Lower overall cost
Fits any lot shape
Best choice for
sensitive lakeside properties
 Passive system—no power required
Authorized Representative:
BWD Engineering Inc.
15822 – 106A Avenue
Surrey, B.C., V4N 1K7
Phone: (604) 789-2204
Fax: (604) 582-8231
Web: www.bwdeng.ca

CORPORATION

eljen.com

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better
from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

This home is only $110,602 to lock up
with a 2ft foundation on your property!
At Trafalgar Homes, we believe the time has come
for AFFORDABLE home options.
If the home of your dreams is one that ﬁts comfortably within
your budget, the licensed builder to choose is

T R A FA LG A R H O M E S
Visit www.trafalgarhomes.ca/it to receive your promotional oﬀer

1-866-971-0239
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Make a No-Take Marine Area?
Dear Editor:
I would like to offer my hearty congratulations to folks from
Galiano and Mayne Islands for the establishment of the
Important Bird Area in Active Pass [Island Tides,
November 17, 2011]. The culmination of all this heavy lifting
comes at a significant time as the Gulf Islands National Park
Reserve also appears to be gaining traction.
As a former owner of Mayne Island waterfront on Active
Pass for 30 years, I witnessed its marvellous bird fauna as
well as the marine mammals that frequently pass through.
Scuba diving in this current-swept passage since 1977, with
at least 400 logged dives in its emerald waters, I also had
the privilege to record in detail the amazing creatures that
live beneath its surface. Hundreds of species of colourful
fishes and invertebrates thrive in this unique habitat.
Unfortunately during that time, I also noticed a marked
decline in many species of commercial and/or recreational
significance. It is a story all too familiar throughout British
Columbia’s coastal waters. While much effort is expended
to protect Orcas and other large and obvious animals, little
is done to ensure the other creatures that support the food
webs so vital to their survival. Like an iceberg, with its 90%
that is largely unseen below the surface, these seldomconsidered creatures are the very foundation upon which

Dear Editor:
The long overdue Hornby Island presentation on the
proposed Denman Island cable ferry has been scheduled for
December 5. Denman had its meeting in September.
The ferry crossing in question is Route 21, Buckley Bay
to Denman Island West. The background is that the ‘BC
Ferry Commissioner requested that BC Ferries consider
whether cable ferry technology could be adopted on any of
its minor routes’ (2009) and ‘unsolicited external
proposal prompts Ferry Commissioner to press
BCFS to study cable ferry’ (2011). These are
direct quotations from PowerPoint
presentations written for public
meetings on Denman Island in
August 2009 and September 2011.
These files are in the public domain,
having been downloaded from the
BCF website. We are not sure of the exact
wording used by the Commissioner, so we
must rely on these quotes.
I first became aware of the idea of a cable
ferry for Denman Island at a Ferries Advisory
Committee meeting two years ago. We were told at
that time by BCF that this would be a minor upgrade
from a saltwater cable ferry service in New Brunswick,
and was a viable extrapolation of proven technology.
I wanted to ask if anyone from BCF had actually been
there, but did not get the chance. I do remember saying that
there would be at least three major problems show up which
had not been anticipated. Challenged to give an example, I
said that if we knew we would deal with them ahead of
time—an unknown problem is, well, unknown.
The topic veered off to what to do with the Quinitsa and
I said it and its ramps would have to stay in place as a spare
ready to go at any time for at least two years. This did not
meet with any great enthusiasm, but I still believe that.
I had assumed that the impetus for a cable ferry had died
down; that the adverse reaction at the meeting on Denman
and a 1,000-signature (half the winter population of both
islands) petition would be the coup-de-grace. But no.
On October 10, the Globe & Mail came out with a feature
article on the front page of the BC section: ‘Privatized
Denman Island ferry pitched’. Fortunately this article gave
a name to the 1,000-meter-long cable ferry operating in
New Brunswick: Belleisle. I got out my NB Highways map
and searched the Acadian coast for a Belleisle Island. No
luck, so I googled NB ferries and found that it is Belleisle
Bay, some 40km up the Saint John River at the end of a
small tributary. Needless to say this leads to other questions.
By sheer chance, the Belleisle Ferry is featured on the
December page of the Federated Co-ops 2012 calendar
which is lying around on countertops right now.
Two of us, with complimentary experiences as an
operator and a project manager are doing a technical
review, based on all the free information we can gather.
More later. Come out on December 5, 7-10pm at the hall.
Doug Christie, Hornby Island
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Dear Editor:
As my term as CRD Director for the Southern Gulf Islands
draws to a close, I can’t help but reflect on all of the
challenges we have faced to contain budgets and keep tax
increases to a minimum, yet still deliver a level of services
satisfactory to the communities we serve.
Some major projects are underway including: Magic
Lake Water and Sewer’s new treatment plant and
infrastructure improvements; Boot Cove Lyall Harbour
Water District’s new water treatment system; the Pender
Islands Community Hall energy audit and retrofit; Galiano
Island’s new ‘community hub’ library facility at the school;
the area-wide Water and Sewer Infrastructure Strategic
Asset Management Plan to benefit all CRD Water and
Sewer Services as well as an area-wide ‘Inventory of Fire
Stand-pipes and Hydrants’ to improve our fire protection
ratings; and planning for a new firehall for North Galiano.
In total, over $11 million of grants have been obtained
and awarded towards these projects to help defray costs that
would otherwise be borne by local taxpayers. As well, the
CRD Grant in Aid Program has helped fund and provide
seed money to over 50 local grassroots community projects,
along with the CRD Community Cleanup Fund, which has
been instrumental in funding our annual Beach Cleanups.
What a pleasure it has been to help people in our
communities find the resources they need to make a
difference.
In closing, I would like to say a sincere thank you
to all of the volunteer members of the CRD
services who have made the last three years as
Southern Gulf Islands CRD Director so
interesting, enjoyable and rewarding.
The Southern Gulf Islands are
unique insofar as the extent to which
they rely on a wide array of
community services that are
administered and operated
chiefly by volunteer labour.
Perhaps the best part of the job
of Director is getting to know and
work with these many dedicated
volunteers who so generously give of their
time and talents all year round to provide
services that would almost certainly have to be
purchased or paid for in a municipal setting.
I hope you will join me as I express heartfelt thanks and
admiration to: the SGI Harbours Commissioners; the
Pender, Galiano, Saturna and Mayne Parks and Recreation
Commissioners; the five CRD Water and Sewer Service
Committees; the Emergency Management Commission
and Emergency Preparedness Program Volunteers; the
Volunteer Fire and Emergency Response Services; SGI
Libraries Commissioners and the many hundreds of
individual volunteers who support the work that these
services provide.
I am pleased to be handing the reins to your new CRD
Director, Dave Howe, who I believe is well equipped to serve
and I look forward to seeing the progress continue as we all
work together to make a difference in our communities.
Ken Hancock, Pender Island

the iconic fauna depends.
I would submit that it is time to protect all of the life in
Active Pass with a No Take Marine Protected Area. Readily
defined, Active Pass could thus be designated so that the
removal of any of its living resources is forbidden—leaving
them available for all non-consumptive activities. Indeed,
such a No Take MPA would even benefit consumptive uses
in adjacent areas via increased recruitment and spill over
from a totally natural, undisturbed population.
I encourage you to join with the Marine Life Sanctuaries
Society of British Columbia and work towards completing
the significant work begun by the far sighted folks on
Galiano and Mayne. After all, this acknowledged bird life
depends upon the special food web present in Active Pass.
Please connect with us at info@mlssbc.com.

Help Ban Garden Pesticides
Dear Editor:
I recently received an email saying that the BC government
is considering banning the sale and use of chemical
pesticides on lawns and gardens, but they need to hear from
you. I strongly believe we need to ban pesticides for good,
not only in BC, but worldwide. Please help create this ban
and fill out the quick, five-minute questionnaire by typing
http://goo.gl/Qy6GR into your browser. Stories and videos
are also being accepted. Questionnaire ends December 16,
so please hurry! Thank you.
Teagan Gosling, Pender Island
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Cooking with love: solar cookers for lesotho

C

hristmas marks the special time we set aside each
year to celebrate family and the joys of giving, loving
and sharing. However, while we celebrate we also
remember there are many others who do not share our joys.
Let us mark this season by extending our hearts to the
orphaned children of Lesotho and the many grandmothers
who care for them. What we give, however small, will
matter, and what we give can make a difference far beyond
our imaginings.
The children of Lesotho live in a small mountain
kingdom of approximately two million people totally
landlocked by the Republic of South Africa. It is one of the
poorest countries in the world, largely deforested, and very
sunny for most of the year.
In this tiny kingdom more than 30% of the children have
been orphaned by the AIDS epidemic. Many of these
children are being raised by their aging grandmothers.
These determined grannies seem undaunted by their
responsibilities, but to provide food, clothing, shelter and
schooling for their many charges they have to work in the
fields, sell things in the markets, and look for dried dung or
firewood in the hope of providing at least one hot meal a
day. They need and deserve support.
About seven years ago, the Salt Spring Island Raging
Grannies became aware of the urgent needs of these
children and their grandmothers. We were encouraged by
local documentary film-maker, Judy Jackson, to get
involved in a small grassroots solar cooker project. As a
result, in this gift-giving season the SSI Grannies donate and
channel contributions from other community members to
the Lesotho Solar Cooker Project. All contributed money
goes directly to the purchase and delivery of as many solar
cookers as possible to the poorest and most needy children
and grandmothers of Lesotho.
Here is how it works: the solar cookers are made and
purchased in South Africa, then taken to selected and often
remote villages in Lesotho. There, black pots and tiles and
demonstration foodstuffs are bought, with total set-up costs
for each stove amounting to approximately $130.
A meeting/demonstration place is selected, and the
caregiver-grandmothers who have been chosen by village
elders as those with the greatest needs are invited to come
on three consecutive days to learn, with the help of a skilled
volunteer, how to cook three types of food using the solar
cookers. This method of cooking greatly reduces meal
preparation time, and eliminates the toxic environment
caused by burning dung and other fuels inside small huts,
as well as the need to fetch scarce firewood.
It is hard for us to imagine the joy these stoves bring to
so many or to realize what these small gifts mean to a
struggling village and its families. Indeed, what is given is

Sharing A Table

T

— PATri J An yk

Photo: Carol Pritchard

A joyful gift—for about $100, a grandmother in Lesotho receives a solar cooker to help her provide for her family.
not just a solar cooker or a material object that eases a
family’s life but, as the Lesotho grannies tell us in their
heartfelt letters, they see love in each gifted stove. Some
unknown person on the other side of the world has heard
of their plight and is concerned about them, so our caring
comes through to them via the solar cookers and gives them
hope. We have been told that ‘Kea leboha!’ meaning ‘I thank
you!’ is what the Lesotho grannies cry out as they sing and
dance for joy at the end of every distribution.
If, in this season of giving, you feel like donating to this

— BriAn CrumBlehulme

his is the season of long nights and celebration; what around the rituals of eating. From the simply domestic to
better way to brighten them than have people over the grandly ceremonial, the responsibility of collecting,
to eat with you. And there is much more to sharing preparing and presenting food was paramount.
a meal than the convenience of sitting at the same table.
For millennia, raw food was transformed into fine
On the coast, our cuisine and table manners are largely cuisine by the hands and minds of creative and nurturing
informed by a western culture, British, western Europe and people, often women and sometimes men. The actions
the US. In these cultures, eating and sharing food together required to make a meal are focused on this one need to
has lost much of its traditional value in favour of
support life; all other actions and motivations such
speed and efficiency. In recent years we have also
as creativity or symbolism are subservient to this.
assumed ownership of many Asian and Eastern
Only in the case of a few green leaves or ripe
‘…accepting
cuisines, though they may not come with the
fruit in season can raw foods really be taken
food from someone
matching table manners or customs—we can
from the tree to the mouth, virtually
else’s hands is an
eat Indian or Japanese with knives and forks.
everything else must be rendered and cooked
act of faith.’
To go to extremes, in many cultures,
by a trusty soul.
traditional social etiquette demanded you feed
Eating is an act of incorporating the world, we
anyone who came to your door, be they neighbours,
must take something that we find in the bush or that
long lost family, travellers, or the next messiah. Turning
someone has made with their hands and put it in our
someone away could be a death sentence. Inviting the mouth. Small children do this quite readily but adults have
stranger in to share a meal was a significant ethical become en-cultured into skepticism. If you don’t believe me,
commitment.
ask someone to feed you by hand while you are blindfolded.
The ritual of dinner began, in classical times, with the
Food preparation carries a high responsibility. Our cooks
breaking of the bread, implying that we share this meal are not expected to poison their guests, much less serve
together in trust. The strangers at the table became known insects, unacceptable body parts, things that don’t look
as the ‘com-pani,’ and became honoured for evermore as familiar, or food that is customarily fed to dogs, pigs, cows,
companions, those with whom we share a life.
robins, snakes, gophers, sea urchins and spiders, even
As Brillat Savarin famously said, animals eat and men though it may all be good nourishing food. So, the action of
dine, suggesting that nature’s imperative to eat can become accepting food from someone else’s hands is an act of faith—
the civilized means to a better end. Which brings us to we trust they will not transgress any socially forbidden
nurturing and cooking.
mores.
Every civilization extant and extinct centered its days
By accepting food that is prepared by someone else you

most worthy cause, please give what you can. There can
never be a gift of love too small; every child matters, every
gift counts. Every stove makes a huge difference to the lives
of these people. Gift cards are available to mark your
donation as someone’s present.
To donate, contact Jill Willmott, Salt Spring Island
Raging Grannies, 250-537-8343 or willmotr@queensu.ca.
For more information about the project, please visit
www.solarcooks-plus.livejournal.com.
See a second article about Lesotho, on page 9. 0
must accept them. When their offering becomes
incorporated into your body, you have shared and
incorporated a part of their life too. Traditionally, the cook
had to be responsible for that trust in the safety of the food:
the freshness of the fish, or that no pork or beef were
included, and that no poisons had been added. Obtaining
food, planning, preparing and serving meals remains one
of life’s priorities regardless that it is bought and not hunted.
In the last few decades, much has changed. By far the
greatest amount of food consumed by the average city
dweller is raised or grown thousands of kilometers distant
and processed in factories by machines and persons
unknown. Contemporary foods are sprayed with pesticides,
herbicides, fungicides, preservatives, colourings, stabilizers,
growth hormones, antibiotics, et cetera.
How can you possibly place your trust in a bag of
unknowables from someplace you’ve never been, by a team
of people of whom you might think twice about before
inviting them to share your table? But you eat it anyway.
Like a storm cloud at sea, food safety and food security
have suddenly loomed large on the horizon of our
consciousness, placing a stress on the most fundamental of
all our wants, needs and desires. ‘Is this food safe for my
child?’ is still the question we need to ask.
Luckily, people living on the Salish Sea have access to
some of the freshest and safest food on the planet. Whether
you grow your own or buy at the farmer’s market, produce,
meat, fish and dairy are all here. Next time you’re at the
market, a potluck, or a sit-down dinner, and someone gives
you a fistful of homegrown fruit, a half sandwich or a cookie,
take it reverently in both hands. Thank them, enjoy it, and
consider it a sacrament. 0
www.islandtides.com
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What’s On?

Round the Islands

VANCOUVER ISLAND & THE GULF ISLANDS

$33.60/$39.20 with image • Multi-venue: $44.80/$50.04

Now till Saturday, Dec 31

Comox Valley Art Gallery’s 37th Annual Christmas Craft
Fair—local handmade pottery, jewellery, ornaments,
paintings, prints, cards, specialty foods, stocking stuffers &
much more! • 580 Duncan Avenue, downtown Courtenay
• Monday thru Saturday, 10am-5pm• Info: 250-338-6211,
www.comoxvalleyartgallery.com • IN COURTENAY

Fri, Sat & Sun, December 2, 3 & 4

Giant Book Sale—Community Education’s annual
fundraiser; more than 12,000 books; most books priced $1$3; stock up for winter reading or holiday giving • Farmers’
Institute, 351 Rainbow Road • 10am-4pm • Cash only, bring
your own bags • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Sunday, December 4

Lighting of the Edith & George Pearson Care Tree—meet at
The Care Tree (rain or shine) for dedication and carol singing;
Pender Highlanders Pipe Band; remember to bring a
flashlight; money raised goes to Pender Islands Lions Club’s
support for Care Canada • Care Tree, Bridges Road •
4:15pm • ON PENDER ISLAND

Monday, December 5

John Reischman and the Jaybirds—presented by Salt
Spring Folk Club • Fulford Hall •
Doors open 6:15pm, music
begins 7pm • Tickets $20 at Salt
Spring Books, Acoustic Planet,
or Stuff & Nonsense; dinner and
desserts available • Info:
www.saltspringfolkclub.com, 250-537-4167 • ON SALT
SPRING ISLAND

Saturday, December 10

The Bellingham Lions’ Santa Ship—see Christmas sail in,
an Islands’ tradition • Saturna/Lyall Hbr: noon-12:40pm;
Pender/Hope Bay: 1-2:15pm; Mayne/Miners Bay: 2:454pm; Galiano/Montague Hbr: 5-6pm; Saltspring/Ganges
Hbr: 7pm • ON SATURNA, PENDER, MAYNE, GALIANO
& SALT SPRING ISLANDS

Friday, December 16

Pender Film Group—‘The Kids Are All Right’ (2010)
comedy/drama with Annette Bening, Julianne Moore
and Mark Ruffalo • Community Hall • 7:30pm • ON
PENDER ISLAND

Be seen all around the Strait of Georgia!
islandtides @ i slandtides. com
250.629.3660

Dec 5, International Volunteer Day

Library Upgrades

As Galiano is just embarking on its
library building project, the Pender
Library, built in 1991, is renovating this winter.
The much-loved and well-used building, designed by
South Pender architect John Roberts, will get a seismic
and accessibility upgrade. The former meeting room will
become a big, bright children’s area, and flooring and
lighting will be renewed.
The library will close its doors on December 30 for four
months, re-opening in spring. Penderites, however, will
not suffer from reading deprivation. From December 1,
patrons may sign out an unlimited number of books,
except red and yellow dot books, and up to six DVDs.
There are no more Interlibrary Loans or reserves available
until the Library re-opens.
The library is also soliciting tax-deductible donations
to help with renovation costs; enquire at the Library soon.

Input on Health Care
Lady Minto’s Sharon Bond let us know that one of the
evaluation tools for the fairly new Nurse Practitioner
service on the Southern Gulf Islands is a survey form. It is
available in the health clinics on Mayne, Galiano, Pender
and Saturna Islands.
She asks that patients take a moment to fill out the
form and send it back to Bill Relph at Lady Minto Hospital
in the addressed/stamped envelope provided with the
survey.

Sara Miles & Co.
to complete feasibility studies in the development of
the Amor de Cosmos and Little Bear (Pye) Creek
proposed run-of-river micro-hydro projects.
Farther south, Tseshaht First Nation near Port Alberni
will complete a feasibility study and provide all of the
necessary information for the development of a fourmegawatt run-of-river micro-hydro project.
T’Sou-ke First Nation (Sooke) will complete a report
that analyzes the feasibility of installing an anaerobic
digester as part of the band-operated wastewater
treatment facility on the T'Sou-ke First Nation land.
Minister of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation
Mary Polak commented, ‘I'm very happy to see so many
new applicants coming forward with projects. Regardless
of their size, this funding provides real opportunities for
First Nations to pursue their alternative energy plans
bringing real economic and social benefits to their
communities.’

Avast - Cable Ferry Plans!
~ Ralph McCuaig

A motley crew of ‘Pirates Against the Cable Ferry’ boarded
the MV Quinitsa at Denman West Ferry Terminal on the
2:40pm sailing Friday, November 18.
Photo: Ralph McCuaig

‘New’ Old-Growth Forest
As logging and deforestation of BC’s forests continues, it’s
great to hear about a newly-found stand of old-growth
forest in the province. The Ancient Forest Alliance is
holding a slideshow and fundraising event in Victoria on
December 5 to raise awareness of the discovery.
Join Ken Wu, TJ Watt and Adriane Carr, newly-elected
Vancouver city councillor, at the Ambrosia Centre on
Fisgard Street for an evening that will ‘knock your socks
off!’ There will also be information about the status of BC’s
old-growth forests, raw log exports to China and the
Avatar Grove.

Green Energy & Economy
The First Nations Clean Energy Business Fund recently
approved up to $40,000 for each of three Island First
Nations to continue community energy planning.
On Quadra Island, Wei Wai Kai First Nation is going

Approximately 65 Islanders in pirate attire sailed
Baynes Sound to Buckley Bay on Vancouver Island where
a protest rally was held. Protest songs were sung, poems
read out and much pirate cheering was heard. NDP MLA
Gary Coons and Kassandra Dycke, NDP candidate for the
Comox Valley, joined the protesters.
The rally, emceed by Islander Larry Berg, had many
speakers including Graeme Johnston, Ron Sakolsky,
deNeen Baldwin and the NDP representatives. On the
return voyage the ‘pirates’ behaved for Captain ‘Kevin’ and
a hearty good time was had getting their views heard.
Many Denman Islanders are upset with BC Ferries’
proposed replacement of the MV Quinitsa with a 2.2kmlong cable ferry. [See also Letters, page 4]. 0

would like to thank all Islands’
volunteers for their important contribution to our communities.
Without our volunteers, the Islands would not have many of the
amenities and services that we all enjoy.
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First snowstorm on Gabriola! Island Tides’ contributing photographer Susan Banjavich is excited about her first
photography show on Gabriola Island. Catch a glimpse of Susan’s passion (and talent) for photography at Twin Beaches
Medical Center until December 9.
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Bowen vote opposes
national park reserve

D

Photo: Bob McKechnie

Corix installers on Gabriola respected the wishes of those who refused wireless smart meter installation.

Gabriola Says ‘No’ to Smart Meters ~ Bob McKechnie
A petition with the signatures of 630 Gabriola residents that
was submitted to NDP energy critic John Horgan shows
approximately 15% of Gabriola’s population says ‘No’ to
wireless smart meters.
On November 10, recently re-elected Islands Trustee
Sheila Malcolmson thanked a Corix supervisor for
respecting the wishes of Gabriolans who refused wireless
meter installations. Malcolmson also informed the
supervisor that the Islands Trust wrote to BCHydro and the
province relaying Islanders’ concerns about process, health
and billing impacts.

Saturna notes

J

One Islander said that, ‘regardless of whether or not
ratepayers get their money’s worth from the non-BCUCreviewed $930 million expenditure, whether or not laid-off
meter readers easily find new jobs, whether or not
electromagnetic radiation is proven to be safe to living
organisms, and whether or not any hacker worth his salt
will have access to his energy use profile’, he is committed
to doing what he can to hold onto his analog meter until
‘proper consultation and democratic process’ have taken
place. 0

- P riSCillA e wBAnk

on and I left Saturna for a five-week trip just after
apple and pear picking and a marvellously happy
Thanksgiving dinner. The ‘Plan’ was to meander
down the Great Desert Basin from Lumby, BC to the Mexico
border. Our challenge was to see if we could indeed wander
together and remain inspired and interested in ourselves
and the worlds that we passed through. And we did do that
and, as always, it was richer than we ever anticipated.
As soon as Jon and I crossed the border into the United
States, we noticed the film of crushed beer cans that lace the
ditches of the secondary roads. Any signage still vertical is
punctured with bullet holes. Part of the explanation for the
beer cans may be that recycling is not a developed notion
across the border. The sieve-like appearance of signage is
perhaps caused by using the signs for sighting in rifles, but
no one seemed to know anybody who did shoot at signs!
Where we were on our trip, lots of people carry guns, most
drive a pickup truck, and many relish hunting.
Hunting is big in the States. Much of the land is in private
ownership, containing leased public lands for ranching and
farming. Land above 3,000 feet was crawling with action.
Anyone can camp on Bureau of Land Management land
that is not privately controlled.
As Jon and I were on the ‘county road to dirt road’ kind
of trip, we frequently crossed paths with ATVs with guns
and gun racks and pickups pulling jeeps. Every weekend
that we traveled, no matter what the state, some kind of deer
was being hunted. Licensing seems to be well-controlled,
with lotteries held to win the right to hunt and the need to
present your carcass to get it verified.
Hunting is big business for the small towns. Local
newspapers advertise sales on camping equipment, cafes
and restaurants hang out big signs that say ‘Hunters
Welcome’. There is a huge range of magazines devoted to
handguns, and any other kind of weapon and outdoor sport.
Entire stores are dedicated to guns, ammo and camo.
With campers, trucks, ATVs, guns, gas, registration and

licensing, the whole endeavour
must make for the kind of
pricing
most
westcoast
recreational fishers are willing
to pay for the salmon they
catch! Most hunters wear a
slight variation on surveyor
tape orange jacket and
camouflage pants, you have to
wonder what the deer sees! Locals say the yearly economic
wheel is first tourists, then hunters, then skiers.
I was worried about being out on the land with so many
people hunting. I don’t know the local ins-and-outs for
behaviour protocol amidst all the guns and I didn’t want to
be inadvertently in the line of fire. No signs were posted
cautioning any behavior or controlling access to any areas.

Hunting Again

We returned to our Saturna lives with vast appreciation for
our Saturna General Store staff and Mogens Thalmann, a
young German wwoofer, who seemed to have created his
own happy Haggis Farm life while caring for the mountain
of details that a farm involves.
Curiously, at the Saturna Island Parks Canada Liaison
meeting, the first topic on the agenda was hunting. On my
first day home, I had gone on a long walk on IR#7 which
belongs to Tsawout and Tseycum First Nations. (They have
always been generous in allowing people to walk—with
respect—on their land.) On my walk, I hadn’t given any
thought that this is fall, the deer are fat and this is the
traditional time for hunting. I should know better.
So, here is a timely reminder to pass along to us that
share parkland and First Nation Reserves on the Gulf
Islands. Hunting on private lands is an agreement between
the owner and the hunter. Hunting is prohibited in national
parks unless specifically permitted through a treaty or land
claim agreement with specific aboriginal groups. The
Canada National Parks Act ensures the continuation of

Stay, Park 'n Fly
BOOK NOW
FROM:

$

139
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uring the Local Government Election on Bowen
Island, voters could respond to a Community Opinion
Vote. The question was, ‘Do you support the creation
of a national park reserve on Bowen Island? - Yes or No?’ It was
a close vote: 1089 ‘No’ and 901 ‘Yes’. The vote was a stepping
stone in a feasibilty study between the Province of BC and Parks
Canada.
On November 7, Minister of Environment Terry Lake said
in a letter to Nerys Poole, Chair of the National Park Council
Committee, ‘I can assure you that the Province of Britsh
Columbia has no interest in pursuing this proposal should the
majority of residents oppose through the vote.’
Local group, Partners For The Park, says, ‘Parks Canada
considers Bowen Island—and its unique Howe Sound marine
ecology—sufficiently rich to warrant protection and celebration
within the national parks system. As Howe Sound itself comes
back to life, Bowen Island can be at the centre of a regional
renewal.’
Canadian Parks & Wilderness Society commented: ‘It would
be the first national park established within the boundaries of a
municipality in Canada, hereby offering a national park
experience and conservation awareness to thousands of Lower
Mainland citizens, including disadvantaged citizens, youth, and
seniors.
‘If established the park would provide habitat for endangered
southern orcas, two threatened marine mammals (transient
killer whale, humpback whale), six marine mammals of special
concern, one threatened plant, eight threatened butterflies, six
threatened plant communities (including arbutus and western
red cedar), five amphibians of special concern, fifteen birds of
special concern, and the Marbled Murrelet.
‘As Bowen Island is only a 20-minute ferry trip from
Horseshoe Bay, having a national park there would provide an
opportunity for urban citizens to learn about the importance of
ecosystem protection and to fully experience a national park.’0

Aboriginal people’s traditional renewable resource
harvesting in national park reserves.
First Nations that claim a historical relationship to lands
within Gulf Islands National Park Reserve may harvest
within the park for food, social, and ceremonial purposes.
Parks Canada is working with interested Coast Salish First
Nations to develop agreements around hunting. The safety
of visitors and residents is of paramount importance to
Parks staff and discussions are taking place to develop
cooperative principles and guidelines to ensure hunting
takes place safely.
This means that IR#7 and all Gulf Island National Park
Reserve lands are available to local First Nations for hunting
at any time. Fall is a traditional hunting time for food on the
table and longhouse ceremonies. First Nations can hunt
from the road, use rifles and pit lamp. Through Gulf Islands
National Park and the generosity of our local First Nations,
we have a gift of wild land to walk through but at this time
of the year, we should be cautious and dress vividly.

Hunting People
A further note about hunting—after visiting a wildlife refuge
and travelling quite close to the Mexican border, we came
across the huge effort being made by the Arizona border
patrol to catch ‘aliens’ or ‘illegals’ from entering into the
United States.
Patrols use the ‘Ruby Road’, a 30-mile stretch previously
used as an old stagecoach, mining and park road. We
camped on this road having no idea what we had stumbled
onto. Every 20 minutes, a Tahoe car would drive by. After
2:30am on a moonlit night, a helicopter started up and two
ATVs were regularly dispatched. Later, we noticed lookout
towers, a trailer with saddled horses, base camp with
generators, a CAT for making roads, vans for holding
people—a whole camp devoted to catching people. It was
eerie to see how people hunt people. Whatever the national
policies, whatever the job creation or the legitimacy of
national borders, you can only hope that there is a better
way. 0

Flying out of Victoria for your winter getaway? We make it easy. If you’ve
got an early flight, stay the night before with us from only $139 – and park
your car for just $5 per day while you’re away. We’re just 10 minutes from
Victoria International Airport. Ask about our
Hotel Shuttle – reservation required, based
on availability.

+ $5 per night parking
* Single/Double | Valid November 1 – March 31, 2012 | Subject to availability
For information call 250 655 9445 • 9805 Seaport Place, Sidney

www.sidneypier.com
www.islandtides.com
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The BC legislature report

T

he continued cover up about the BC Rail deal and the
government pay-off for Basi and Virk was the daily
fodder of our question period in the week of November
14. We cannot find out what was behind it, and neither can BC’s
Auditor General. He keeps requesting information that the
government refuses to hand over; and they refuse to answer
questions in the Legislature.
There is little new in the Liberal reluctance to be open about
what is happening. Their government resents even answering
questions during the committee period of a bill, when we have
the opportunity to go through what a piece of legislation means.
We spent hours going through the bill which tries to prevent the
increasing incidence of cables and wiring being stolen.
This questioning is part of the job of an Opposition: to find
out what the government is doing and why. Instead of
respecting democratic process, the BCLiberals accused us of
wasting time. That is an insult to people who want and expect
to see government working openly and with accountability.
We found ourselves in rare agreement with the government
over some bills, including the Family Law Act. This is a major
piece of legislation which encompasses many different issues,
including putting the child’s best interest at the centre of
guardianship (replacing the word ‘custody’ with ‘guardianship’),
clarifying parental responsibilities when relationships break
down, and encouraging out-of-court settlements. It also
attempts to increase protection for children and women in cases
of family violence, as well as making provision for families
where the child is the result of assisted reproduction. I was
pleased to speak about it and while largely supportive, noted
there are still significant questions to be raised during the
committee stage.
We’ve also seen another Miscellaneous Bill introduced (the
third of this session) which, among other things, will exempt
some mining activities from permitting processes, as well as the
introduction of Bill 18, the Advanced Education Statutes
Amendment Act, which would prohibit faculty or union
members from sitting on the board of a college or university.
There is a period every week where government
backbenchers and opposition MLAs can put forward bills and
motions for debate. This week the BCLiberals discussed a

review by miranda holmes
- C lAire T revenA

motion about the long-gun registry. This is a federal issue over
which British Columbia has no control. I raised a concern over
which we do have control—access to the back country—which
has a major impact on those who want to hunt, hike, canoe or
camp. Instead of spending an hour discussing something about
which we can do nothing, we could have better spent the time
talking about the increasing number of locked gates and private
property signs on roads which have traditionally given North
Islanders and others access to the bush.
I submitted a petition on behalf of Denman Island residents
who are concerned about a plan by BCFerries to replace their
ferry with a cable ferry; this will impact jobs on Denman as it is
also proposed that its home berth be moved to Buckley Bay.
As critic for Children and Family Development I hear from
many families who have children with mental health problems
who are getting no help, even though the Ministry has
responsibility for the file. I raised one such case in Question
Period, but the Minister refused to respond. The question was
deemed by the Liberals to be a health issue and because the
Minister of Health was not in the Legislature, it was not
answered.
It is not only children with mental health problems that
cannot get the help they need. I discussed the massive caseloads
carried by social workers and described it as a crisis waiting to
happen. It is only when a child falls through the cracks does
someone decide that a social worker caseload of 200 is too high.
Although National Child Day was not until November 20, I
marked it beforehand in a statement in the Legislature. BC is
not living up to its responsibilities as a signatory to the UN
Declaration on the Rights of the Child; the Liberal government
has allowed child poverty to worsen and we have poor child
labour laws.
At the Standing Committee on Children and Youth meeting,
we looked at was the Representative for Children and Youth’s
recent youth summit; we heard from two of the young refugee
organizers who were very impressive. Earlier I had introduced
them in the Legislature.
Mary Ellen Turpel-Lafond, who has has been re-appointed
as Representative, received a rare standing ovation in the
Legislature. 0

Ferry Advisory Committees Call for Volunteers
BC Ferries coordinates public consultation throughout the coastal communities by
means of Ferry Advisory Committees (FAC). These bodies are composed of
volunteers who are interested in all aspects of ferry service and operations within
their community. These committees function within a three-year term, and as the
next term begins January 1, 2012, this call for volunteers is open to all members of
the public at this time.
Committee members are reimbursed for all reasonable expenses incurred while
conducting FAC-related activities. Ideally, committee members represent a
stakeholder group, thus providing an avenue for two-way flow of information
between BC Ferries and these groups. For the Southern Gulf Islands committee,
which includes Galiano, Mayne, Pender and Saturna Islands, BC Ferries is seeking
volunteers for this next term.
If you are interested in joining your FAC for the 2012-2014 term, please contact:
Darin Guenette, Manager, Public Affairs
at 1-877- 978-2385 (toll free) or darin.guenette@bcferries.com
no later than December 15, 2011. For further information on any aspects of these
committees, visit the BC Ferries website (www.bcferries.com/About BC
Ferries/Public Consultation), email any member of your local FAC (contact
information on website) or contact Darin Guenette.

Gas exports betray
public interest

O

n the same day opponents of the controversial
Keystone pipeline were celebrating the Obama
administration’s decision to put the project on
hold, BC Premier Christy Clark was on CBC radio talking
about the bright future for Kitimat thanks to liquid natural
gas (LNG) exports. What the Premier failed to include was
her definition of the word ‘future’.
According to research by geoscientist David Hughes, one
of Canada’s top energy experts and Fellow of the Post
Carbon Institute, that rosy future will end in 2030. If a
proposed Shell LNG export facility is also built, that future
will end in 2023.
In the current edition of Watershed Sentinel, Hughes
reveals that just 12 years from now, if the premier’s
ambitions play out, Canadian gas demand will exceed
supply and Canada will become increasingly dependent on
expensive imports.

NEB Decision Not In Public Interest

Accept for a moment, for argument’s sake, that natural gas
is the ‘least worst’ fossil fuel option during the transition to
sustainable and renewable energy sources.
Then ask yourself, ‘why is Canada’s National Energy
Board (NEB) so keen to rid Canada of its finite supply of
natural gas?’ According to its website, the purpose of NEB
is ‘to regulate pipelines, energy development and trade in
the Canadian public interest’. By granting Kitimat LNG a
20-year export permit for 9.3 trillion feet of natural gas, the
NEB is threatening Canada’s own energy security.
As Hughes points out, ‘The NEB approval represents a
bonanza for three energy companies [two US, one
Canadian] who will be able to sell most of their reserves at
up to triple the current North American price.’ The
accelerated shortfall between Canadian gas production and
demand ‘will ultimately force Canadians to pay higher Asian
prices for their own resources.’ Public interest? Hardly.
And what of the potentially devastating environmental
consequences of the hydraulic fracturing needed to extract
gas from shale deposits (see also related article, page 1)?
France banned the practice outright, but this did not trouble
the NEB in its Kitimat export decision.
Like the Enbridge Northern Gateway proposal to export
oil from Alberta’s tar sands, on which it will soon rule, the
NEB sees the source and environmental consequences of
the gas to be exported from Kitimat as immaterial. The
Board’s view seems to be that once the oil or gas are in an
approved pipeline, it doesn’t matter where they came from.
Assessing the potential environmental and socioeconomic effects of gas development was, the NEB said, the
job of BC’s Oil and Gas Commission. Would this be the
same Oil and Gas Commission which is entirely funded by
oil and gas industry money? The same Oil and Gas
Commission whose last director left to take a senior job with
Apache, a US partners in the Kitimat LNG terminal? Yes.
Perhaps that’s why Premier Clark thinks the future is so rosy
for Kitimat.

Other Ways To A Rosy Future
Perhaps she is unaware of the sustainable long term
employment and economic benefits the government of BC
could be reaping by investing in renewable energy
technologies. According to a recent analysis of Ontario’s
Long-Term Energy Plan, the province’s commitment to
increasing wind energy will directly and indirectly create
80,328 person-years of employment and bring a total
market value of $16.4 billion, more than half of which will
remain in the province.
Not only do we have wind in BC (as the recent power
failures reminded us), but we also have tides that come in
and go out every single day of the year. Quite reliable really—
as Nova Scotia and Maine have already noticed.
Or perhaps, given that she will be out of office before
Kitimat runs out of LNG to export in 19 years (or 12 years
or less), the premier simply doesn’t care that fixating on
short term corporate profits and political gains, rather than
longer term planning, is, as Hughes points out, a recipe for
disaster. 0
David Hughes’ critique of the NEB decision is at:
www.watershedsentinel.ca/content/canadian-gasexports-threaten-energy-security.
Contact Watershed Sentinel, an award-winning source of
environmental news from BC and the world, at
www.watershedsentinel.ca.

www.islandtides.com
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COP17, Durban

Climate change: a view from Africa ~ Andrea Palframan

I

n the run-up to the COP17 meeting in funded series of mega-dam projects, the country
Durban, South Africa, civil society leaders has yet to supply water to the majority of the rural
from southern African countries are meeting population.
to determine what impact they can have on the
Echoing sentiments of other southern African
nations, Moshe says a focus for the Lesotho
climate negotiations.
delegation will be securing more funding
From the vantage point of Lesotho, a
towards the African Adaptation
small landlocked country surrounded
Program. Yet, out of the $319
entirely by South Africa, the
‘More people
million that has been pledged,
negotiations offer an opportunity
here today see this
Lesotho has just one project
to tackle the very real effects of
as a social justice
underway, with the approval
climate change on a local level.
issue rather than an
process taking up to 3 years—even
‘We want to see a C02
environmental
for priority projects.
reduction of 15% by the year 2020,’
issue.’
The private sector may just offer a
says Ntate Moshe of the Lesotho
way forward: Lesotho is building a
Meteorological Service.
reputation as a renewable energy source,
Already hard-hit by changing weather
patterns, the country’s rain-dependent farmers both because of the hydroelectric power
have yet to plant this year’s crops. Riverbeds are generated by its dam projects and, recently, the
dry and local women must walk miles to find announcement of a multi-billion rand plan to
construct wind energy in collaboration with
water for washing.
In addition to a long-term erosion problem, China. With South Africa, a major coal consumer,
Lesotho now faces the very real challenge of right next door, it is economically as well as
securing water supply to villages. Despite being a environmentally strategic to develop these
net exporter of water, thanks to the World Bank resources, provided Lesotho can negotiate

JOBS from page 2

Which leads to the question of whether
industrial-priced electricity will be cheaper
than the cost of the shale gas.

Natural Gas For Bitumen

in electricity demand in BC (to which
BCHydro is said to be responding, and
which could be as much as three times Site
C’s capacity) is predominantly industrial,
not from population increases.
Characterizing new generation capacity
as ‘enough to serve hundreds of thousands
of homes’ is deliberately misleading.
‘Homes’ provide a ‘motherhood’ rate base
that enables BC Hydro to borrow money.

Over half of the expected shale gas
production is destined to be used for energy
to power Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage
bitumen extraction from Alberta’s tar sands.
This strategy has been described as
The Risks to BC Hydro
‘exporting the world’s most energy intensive
natural gas to help produce the world’s most The biggest risks, in fact, are to BCHydro,
and to its ratepayers. Either future
energy intensive oil’.
rates will rise sharply (it’s already
It is probably financially
happening) or the corporation
significant that the same
‘exporting the
will be sold off, either in pieces
companies extracting the gas
world’s most energy
or in total. We will then have
are also involved in the tar
intensive natural gas to
a
natural
monopoly
sands.
help produce the
providing
an
essential
The bitumen, diluted with
service: too big to regulate and
world’s most energy
condensate, is to be pipelined
too big to fail.
intensive oil’
to the Gulf Coast of Texas or the
BCHydro has been used
Pacific Coast of BC, depending on
throughout the Campbell era as a
whether the Keystone XL pipeline
means to subsidize development and
(now delayed by the US President), the
expansion of the Trans-Mountain pipeline or private profit, while concealing the impact
the Northern Gateway pipeline is approved on government finances. Premier Clark
by government. If exported by tanker to Asia, appears to be continuing this strategy.
Risks to BC
it would have to pass through the narrow
The overall strategy is to extract and ship
channels of BC’s Pacific Coast.
BC’s natural resources, without any valueEven More Electricity
The Premier has announced that there will added processing, to whatever markets will
be eight new mines, and nine expansions. take them.
These products are commodities, and
Most of these developments are to be on the
internationally
traded ones at that. Simply
Northwest Transmission Line Corridor,
put,
BC
is
a
market-taker,
not a marketwhich generally follows Highway 37.
maker.
World
markets
depend
on the
Mines are prodigious users of electricity;
demands
and
economic
health
of
other
it is, for them, not only the most convenient
countries.
The
market
for
tar
sands
bitumen
but also the cheapest (at BCHydro’s
$40/MWh industrial rate) form of energy. depends on the price of oil. The international
And BCHydro will build the transmission LNG market is highly competitive, and BC,
lines! The provincial government has also even if three LNG plants were actually built,
offered substantial financial contributions would not be a major player.
World markets are changing rapidly.
to the Ridley Island (Prince Rupert) and
There
is a real risk that any or all of Premier
Deltaport bulk shipping terminals.
Clark’s
projects will not be built.
Who Subsidizes the Power?
This strategy also ignores environmental
There are many estimates of the amount of
impacts from gas wells, mines, pipelines,
new generation capacity required to supply
and tankers in our coastal waterways. It
all these developments. It’s not clear where
ignores the impacts on both surface water
all this cheap electricity is going to come
and groundwater. The Oil and Gas
from, as new electricity, whether generated
Commission is more a captive facilitator
at Site C or by Independent Power
than a regulator, providing a means for the
Producers, seems to cost well over
gas industry to end-run any environmental
$100/MWh. Even with the use of
controls.
Regulatory Accounts to defer the apparent
Finally, there is no effective public
losses to some future period, the money will
consultation. We have no say. If there are
still have to be borrowed: say $6 billion for
profits, they will be privatized. If there are
Site C, and $1.5-$2 billion for enlargements
no profits, the projects will be shut down.
to the distribution system. And interest will
BC, and particularly BCHydro will take the
still have to be paid.
risks and pay the piper. 0
In fact, the much talked about increase

favourable lending and trading terms that don’t
saddle this already heavily-indebted nation with
further onerous debts.
Climate change may be a new phrase in
Lesotho, yet its effects are being more profoundly
felt here than many other parts of the world.
While Lesotho plays little part in fossil fuel overuse, it is choking on the fumes of developed world
over-indulgence. More people here today see this
as a social justice issue rather than an
environmental issue.

Attending COP17
Following in the footsteps of a robust presence at
previous summits, where Lesotho acted as the
chair of the Least Developed Countries (LDC)
representatives, this year 90 delegates from
Lesotho will be attending COP17. Nobody expects
a breakthrough: it is unlikely that heads of state
will even attend the summit.

Alternate Gathering
Many of the Basotho people expect to spend the
bulk of their time at the alternate ‘People’s Space’
COP17, please turn to page 11

TOP
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1. Shut-off outside taps
and insulate waterpipes
2. Fill jugs of water for
power outages
3. Cover the pile of
firewood that you never
stacked
4. Recharge all your
flashlights
5. Make some Christmas
gifts!

Water Storage for Rainwater &
Well Water Systems
Accredited
Rainwater Systems
Professionals!

barrplastics.com
1-800-665-4499

COMPLETE LINE OF RAINWATER FILTERS, PUMPS & ACCESSORIES

BARR Plastics – The Best Prices & Supply for Water Tanks
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Priority for Peace

E
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veryone wishes for peace. Great news: it now comes in
a box! In all seriousness though, a global, public art
series called the ‘Priority Boxes’ project, is getting
people worldwide to talk and think about what peace means to
them and how we can achieve it.
With each Priority Box, artist Franck de las Mercedes
creates a canvas for a unique abstract painting and a platform
for communication. A mixture of art and activism, the boxes
are sent free to anyone who requests one, conveying the idea
that something of such priority as peace should not have a
price, and that art can be both inclusive and accessible to all.
The project is celebrating its five-year anniversary. Funded
by the artist and donations, the boxes have evolved into a
movement that has been embraced by popular culture, the
mainstream media, schools and art educators across America.
From his small New Jersey studio, Franck has sent over 10,000
boxes around the globe, to countries in every continent. Island
Tides spoke with Franck to learn about the Priority Boxes.
Island Tides: How did you come up with this idea?
Franck de Las Mercedes: I wanted to do some sort of public
project, but I thought it would be later in my career. In 2006, I
was selling my paintings online, and I was painting the
shipping boxes in my abstract-expressionist style. One day, the
postal clerk told me my boxes were works of art. I thought there
was something in that comment…that a box could be a work
of art and create a reaction. I started thinking, what if I did a
project where the art went around the world, with the art
‘outside the box’? I come from a wartorn country [Nicaragua],
and experienced war and violence as a child. This project
started as an initiative for peace, a conversation piece. What if
we place something in the room that will spark a dialogue about
the things we believe in?
IT: Have you achieved your goal?
FdLM: I have been receiving emails from students in different
states saying that their teacher had this box on their desk.
When it was pointed out in the classroom, it sparked a
discussion about peace. I never imagined how strong a chord
it would strike with educators in America and around the
world.
IT: Where did the first box go?
FdLM: I started by passing ten to friends as an experiment.

They gave me encouragement
and said I should explore it. I
put up a craigslist ad saying
what it was. I remember going
to bed and overnight I had 100
requests. I took the ad off
because I thought, what am I
going to do now? I kept my
promise and sent the 100 boxes.
IT: How do you keep this
project going?
FdLM: I just finished a
Kickstarter project [a funding
platform for creative projects]
and raised $5,000 for this
project. I was behind by over
600 boxes, but brought that
down to 400. I am getting tons
of requests from schools around
the US and other countries.
ABSTRACT CANvASES BECOME SYMBOLS OF PEACE SENT AROUND THE WORLD.
IT: How do you create the
IT: Which messages are most requested for the contents?
boxes?
FdLM: I paint them in groups of 10-20 on a large canvas. They FdLM: Peace is the top request, then love, and then hope. After
are kind of like sisters; each time they go out in a group they that you get truth, inspiration, encouragement, courage. Some
have been painted together. It’s abstract, I do about four to six are special requests, sometimes I don’t send them. ‘Sex’ did not
go out. I want to keep it a positive project; it’s easy to send
layers, let them dry, and continue. It’s a lot of layering.
something that could be misleading.
IT: What do people do with the boxes?
FdLM: I ask that people send me a picture with their box. Some IT: Do you send them to government?
do it in front of monuments, others put them as little FdLM: After much questioning, I sent one to President Obama,
sculptures, or as a shrine, or on a bookshelf. Some frame them. but never heard back. I try not to do that, but I had been asked
so much to send one to Obama. I didn’t want the Secret Service
Others pass them on.
at my door for sending an empty box to the president! I try not
IT: Have any boxes ever come back?
FdLM: A few come back for various reasons. Occasionally to send them to politicians; I want to stay clear of all that is
customs thinks it’s just an empty box, so they send it back. And political and commercial. The boxes have the power to activate
it takes a while for the boxes to arrive, so people sometimes people’s thinking and we shouldn’t have to wait for world
forget to claim them. It’s interesting irony when they are leaders, celebrities or politicians to take initiative for peace once
returned to sender…‘Unclaimed Love’. I photograph those as a year. Peace is something you can try to do within your
a side project; they come back with all the stamps. It’s more workplace or your community. It needs to be addressed
about observation, I could have gone about my day after personally and directly. I want to make people wonder about
hearing that comment [from the postal clerk], but you have to their ability to influence the world.
IT: How many more will you send?
be ready for these things.
FdLM: That is a tough question for me to answer. Many people
ask, ‘how will you end it?’ I didn’t think I would still be doing it
five years later, it started as an experiment! But it took off,
wonderful things happened, and the project is gaining more
interest, especially from the teaching community. I am going
to speak at the New Jersey Art Educators Conference, and I
want to give workshops on box making and how teachers can
bring this workshop into their schools. It also expands into
different perspectives—you can use the project for bullying
awareness because of the peace aspect, or extending the life of
a box by creating their own project. I’ve been going along with
it wherever it takes me, but we’ll see what happens. First I have
to get to the boxes I have left! I want to try to continue the
project free. You can’t put a price on things like justice, peace
and freedom.
BC Ferries coordinates public consultation throughout the coastal communities by
IT: Why do you think there has been such a huge response to
the Priority Boxes project?
means of Ferry Advisory Committees (FAC). These bodies are composed of
FdLM: We live in a society now where everything is so
volunteers who are interested in all aspects of ferry service and operations within
immediate. I can communicate with you digitally, through
their community. These committees function within a three-year term, and as the
facebook or email in a matter of seconds, but that human
next term begins January 1, 2012, this call for volunteers is open to all members of
connection is not really there. Written letters are practically
the public at this time.
obsolete. People think, ‘there’s a person painting this just for
me.’ It’s emotional. Romantic is not the right word, but you find
common ground through some colourful, artistic object. Even
Committee members are reimbursed for all reasonable expenses incurred while
though it contains an intangible, it contains something we long
conducting FAC-related activities. Ideally, committee members represent a
for. It brings comfort to people to know that this exists. You
stakeholder group, thus providing an avenue for two-way flow of information
could have thousands of friends on a social media platform,
between BC Ferries and these groups. For the Salt Spring Island routes, BC Ferries is
but you could actually be really lonely behind that screen. This
is a project that is not only activism through art, but it is very
seeking volunteers for this next committee.
human. The world is in such chaos right now that we are
wondering if there is such a thing as common ground.
If you are interested in joining your FAC for the 2012-2014 term, please contact:
IT: Has the project brought peace into your life?
FdLM: It brings satisfaction to hear the messages I get from
young people, to know I made a difference to how they think.
Darin Guenette, Manager, Public Affairs
It brings me joy; we refer often to kids as only into games
at 1-877- 978-2385 (toll free) or darin.guenette@bcferries.com
devices and xbox, etc, but many write to me and have a lot of
concerns for the world they live in. It’s important to address
no later than December 15, 2011. For further information on any aspects of these
that they are the future, inheriting this world that is in chaos.
committees (including committee Terms of Reference), visit the BC Ferries website
It brings me peace that I have done my little bit of contribution
to humanity. When I go to bed at night sometimes I go from
(www.bcferries.com/About BC Ferries/Public Consultation), email any member of
thinking I can’t believe it is me doing this, and then I think, I
your local FAC (contact information on website) or reach out to Darin Guenette.
probably made someone smile today. The job of the artist is to
make people feel something. Some think it’s a crazy project,
but even if they do that, I stimulated them in some way. 0

Ferry Advisory Committees Call for Volunteers

Boxes shipped outside the US have a wait time of about ten
months, but for $25 you can order a larger, special edition
box without the wait. See www.fdlmstudio.com.
www.islandtides.com
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Learn more about fracking

I

n Courtenay, on Thursday, December 1, Sierra Club
Comox Valley presents ‘Fracking up our Water, Hydro
Power and Climate: BC’s Reckless Pursuit of Shale Gas’.
Speaker Ben Parfitt is a resource policy analyst and researcher
for the Canadian Center for Policy Alternatives.
Of all the new technologies for the discovery of energy, none
is as controversial as fracking for gas. It involves pumping vast
quantities of water, sand and chemicals tinto the earth to crack
deep shale deposits, freeing bubbles of gas. The toxic,
chemically-laden water is pumped out and deposited in ‘frack
ponds’ that, in some areas, are scattered across the landscape.
For the past two years Parfitt has been analyzing the
fracking process and researching how the huge demands of
water are related to farming and hydro power requirements in
a world of climate change.
He will introduce people directly affected, like farmer Bob
Webster, dealing firsthand with the consequences of the water
intensive fracking operations in his backyard.
Parfitt’s presentation will take place in the lower level of the
Native Son’s Hall, 369 Cliff Avenue, a benefit for Sierra Club
Comox Valley, admission by donation. 0
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AUTOMOTIVE

GsA

HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES

Auto

Dave’s Drilling
& Blasting

RentAls
.com

Close to
sidney & Victoria,
Ferries & Airport
Pick-ups arranged
short & long term
unlimited mileage
on the Islands
seniors’ specials

250-474-7325

Dave
250-537-7481
Callum 250-538-8640

Excellent references.
BBB, Licensed, Insured,
WCB, Visa, M/C.

“We don’t stand
behind our work,
we stand behind a tree.”

Roofing RepaiRs &
new ConstRuCtion

Hy-Geo Consulting

www.flynn.ca
250-652-0599
- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing
- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

Book with the best!

20+ years experience
Metal roofs & torch-on

www.soarecontracting.com

Advisory services for
Water Wells
Aquifers
Groundwater

Mention this ad for discount

Did something in this edition:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

inform you?
pique your interest?
amuse you?
make a good contact for you?
find you an opportunity?
inspire you to take action?
make a conversation topic?
find you a good buy or service?

VOLUNTARY SUBSCRIPTIONS help
keep all this great news coming!
If you already receive Island Tides in your mailbox,
pick it up from a yellow box or rack located from
Victoria to Campbell River, or read online, you can show
your support by mailing a voluntary subscription of

250-655-5038
1-800-809-0788

FREE!

Scrap Car, Truck,
Bus & Equipment
REMOVAL
No Wheels?
No Problem!
Medium & large bins
for metal clean-up
also available
Gulf Islands • Victoria
Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

MARINE

$25 + hst = $28

or amount of your choice to:

Box 55, Pender Island, BC V0N 2M0
(Or call us with your VISA number, 250-629-3660)

Thank You

A heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of you who have
sent voluntary subscriptions and extra donations.
Keep those lovely phone calls, cards, letters, and
emails coming, too. We paste them in our
scrapbooks!

COP17 from page 9

On Time & On Budget
• Foreshore Applications

• Docks • Moorings
• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker

250-537-9710

MOVED
HOMES
BE BOLD - GO GREEN
Character, Custom &
Contemporary Buildings

40+ buildings to
choose from
www.nickelbros.com

1-866-606-2237
E V A ES
E
NC
A
L ROOFING N
Ltd.

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028
Fax 250-383-2198

MOORINGS

250.658.1701
www.hy-geo.com

steve Richards

information@hy-geo.com

250-629-6180/250-888-1303

Besley

Design & Build

Renovations & Additions
Foundations & Framing
Siding & Roofing
Finishing
Decks & Fences
Timberworks & Arbors
25 years experience
Licensed & Insured
Call Ron for free estimate
rbesley@shaw.ca • 250.537.8885

S tanding S eam
m etal R oofing

GIFTS

ALSO

Le Mistral Tea Company—quality
organic teas and private blends.
Phone Elizabeth, Pender Island: 250888-0942.

f oR W ateR
C olleCtion S yStemS
TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE
Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

www.islandmarine.ca

INSTALLED, SERVICED,
MAINTAINED

toRCh-on MeMbRanes,
shingles, Metal Roofing,
CustoM flashing

HAVE BOAT • WILL TRAVEL

UNITING ISLANDS—BIG AND SMALL

Xmas Gift Ideas
Original paintings of
local scenes by
Nancy Ruhl

MEETINGS
School District #64 (Gulf Islands).
A regular meeting of the Board
of School Trustees will be held
at School Board Office, 112 Rainbow
Road,
Salt
Spring
Island,
Wednesday, December 7, 2011
commencing at 1pm. To view the
agenda for this
meeting:
www.sd64.bc.ca/board.html#meetings.
Public Welcome!

gathering taking place at the Centre for Civil Society,
Dock Chain Inspection
University of KwaZulu Natal. There, international NGOs
& Replacement
will mingle with small, community-based organizations,
Chris West
swapping strategies, sharing struggles, and igniting the fire
Dive Services
from below that may provide the pressure required for
250-888-7199/250-538-1667
cdwest@telus.net
governments to take action.
When asked whether the international community will
be interested in the unique perspective coming from
WAHL MARINE LTD. Saturna Island: Beautiful 3 bedroom
countries, like Lesotho, on the front lines of climate change,
135 McGill Road
log home. Close to amenities,
Salt Spring Island
overlooking scenic Lyall Harbour.
Alex Mafelesi of The Investigative newspaper says, ‘We as
$850/month, will consider rent to
people who really feel the changes, we are not going to be 30 years experience
own. Call 250-294-9471 or email
dock building & repair
cps2u@yahoo.com.
listened to. But we are the real experts.’
Ntate Moshe of LMS is more measured. ‘This is not a pile driving & drilling
18,000 copies on
summit: it’s unlikely for there to be any kind of binding aluminum gangways & ramps
agreement like what we are looking for. Yet the process itself wood piers & wood floats
14 Gulf Islands &
crane barge service & towing
is important; here’s an opportunity for NGOs and civil
Vancouver Island
mooring systems & service
society to talk, to strategize.’
For as little
Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
cell 250-537-7804
as $16/week!
Change (UNFCCC) process, which engages 193 of the
world’s 195 nations, is the only forum that brings the
international community together to discuss reducing
greenhouse emissions, and co-ordinate adaptation and
mitigation efforts worldwide. As such, the continuation of
o address public concerns about the possible
UNFCCC is important as it is the only framework in
presence of the Infectious Salmon Anemia virus in
existence to even begin the dialogue between nations.
BC wild salmon, the Cohen Commission has reAttendance at COP17 has been prioritized for Lesotho’s
opened its public comment period until Friday, December
government and civil society leadership. 0

FOR RENT

250-514-1524
nancyruhl.com

• WAter Wells
• HYdroFrActurIng
to Improve Well YIelds

• drIllIng For geosource

1-800-746-7444
250-537-8456
www.drillwell.com
drill@drillwell.com
An Island Family Business for 46
Years!

RETIREMENT

Heritage Place

FOR SENIORS

EXTRAORDINARY
Food
People
Experience
…deciding what comes
next just got easier…

250.537.8340
www.HeritagePlace.info

EMPLOYMENT
Pender Island Public Library Association (PIPLA) is seeking a Library
Services Co-ordinator for the Southern Gulf Islands Library Commission
which includes PIPLA and the member reading rooms (libraries) on Galiano,
Mayne, Piers and Saturna Islands. This is a part-time one-year contract
position of approximately 14 hours per week to begin on February 1, 2012.
The annual salary is $15,000. The successful applicant will have good
computer skills, management, financial and library background (a library
degree would be an asset). A full job description is available at the Library,
4407 Bedwell Harbour Road, Pender Island or by e-mail from
pilibrary@shaw.ca.

…in all Gulf Island mailboxes and the ferries

Cohen to address recent ISAv threat to salmon

T

16. There are also two days of additional evidentiary
hearings scheduled for December 15 and 16 at the Federal
Courthouse in Vancouver. Public submissions may be
made, and viewed, at www.cohencommission.ca. 0
www.islandtides.com
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Pipelines & Tankers

- e liz ABeTh m Ay

T

he campaign to prevent the expected rubber-stamp the cards. My pessimism had more to do with seeing
approval of the Keystone XL Pipeline by the Obama President Obama as a massive, heart-breaking
Administration was not given good odds of success. disappointment, than with any logic to the pipeline itself.
But then the Keystone case for approval began to
The proposed pipeline would bring bitumen crude from
northern Alberta to the Gulf of Mexico where it would be unravel. The New York Times revealed that the Texas
consulting firm that conducted the environmental
processed and either sold in the US or shipped abroad.
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton had spoken favourably assessment (EA) for the State Department had been
recommended to the US government by
of the likely approval. Canada’s prime minister has
TransCanada Corp. Worse, it appeared that the
lobbied the US and called the decision a ‘no brainer’.
EA consultant has a financial interest in the
The Canadian company promoting the pipeline,
‘no other
pipeline being approved.
TransCanada Corp, had promoted the tens of
issue so unifies
Cornell
University
released
an
thousands, even hundreds of thousands, of jobs
British Columbians
independent assessment of the jobs to be
it claimed would be created. And they seemed to
as the threat of oil
created by building the pipeline. The study
have the approval all but sewn up with a positive
tankers and spills
found a fraction of the promised pipe dream
environmental review conducted by the State
on our Coast.’
put forward by TransCanada. In Canada, the
Department.
union representing oil sands workers, the
Then in June, a joint letter from Canadian and US
opinion leaders, Maude Barlow, Bill McKibben, David Communications, Energy and Paperworkers Union, also
Suzuki, Naomi Klein, among others, and respected scientist attacked the jobs sloganeering. CEP pointed out that
James Hansen, former head of science at NASA, called for exporting unprocessed bitumen crude would export
volunteers ready to be arrested in the cause of addressing Canadian jobs to the US—over 40,000 jobs.
the threat of the climate crisis. Thousands responded.
And then there was the opposition building far from the
Arrests began in late summer in front of the White White House. Nebraska farmers and ranchers, part of the
House. James Hansen got arrested. So too, my friends Bill Republican base in the US heartland, mobilized in their
McKibben and Natural Resources Defense Council’s lawyer opposition to building a pipeline through the sensitive
Susan Casey-Lefkowitz. And an impressive roster of Sandhills area and to putting a major pipeline—transporting
Hollywood stars—Darryl Hannah and Mark Ruffalo. I am 830,000 barrels of bitumen crude per day—anywhere near
something of the eternal optimist and while inspired by the Ogallala Aquifer.
TransCanada Corp had used a bulldozer approach to roll
their commitment, I didn’t think stopping Keystone was on

Ferry Advisory Committees Call for Volunteers
BC Ferries coordinates public consultation throughout the coastal communities by
means of Ferry Advisory Committees (FAC). These bodies are composed of
volunteers who are interested in all aspects of ferry service and operations within
their community. These committees function within a three-year term, and as the
next term begins January 1, 2012, this call for volunteers is open to all members of
the public at this time.
Committee members are reimbursed for all reasonable expenses incurred while
conducting FAC-related activities. Ideally, committee members represent a
stakeholder group, thus providing an avenue for two-way flow of information
between BC Ferries and these groups. For the Denman/Hornby Islands committee,
BC Ferries is seeking volunteers for this next term.
If you are interested in joining your FAC for the 2012-2014 term, please contact:
Darin Guenette, Manager, Public Affairs
at 1-877- 978-2385 (toll free) or darin.guenette@bcferries.com
no later than December 15, 2011. For further information on any aspects of these
committees, visit the BC Ferries website (www.bcferries.com/About BC
Ferries/Public Consultation), email any member of your local FAC (contact
information on website) or contact Darin Guenette.

Photo: Torsten Hranchuk

A fish-eating cormorant, referred to in days past as ‘sea
raven’, takes flight in Active Pass Important Bird Area.

over local opposition. Suddenly, the political calculus
shifted. The legitimacy of the environmental review was
fundamentally compromised. President Obama announced
that, for the pipeline to be considered, it would have to be
rerouted and avoid the sensitive areas in Nebraska. That
effectively puts the final decision after the November 2012
election.
Canadian media focused on the alleged rift in CanadaUS relations. The cynical latched on the idea that the
decision was purely political. There is no question it is a
political dodge, but none of that would have been possible
if not for the multiple miscalculations and arrogant overconfidence of the proponent. TransCanada has put the best
face on the set-back, promising to complete a new review of
a new pipeline route.
The Canadian government rebuke to the US government
was to suggest we would find new markets and cut the US
out of access to Canadian oil. That kind of talk naturally
made the national media start paying more attention to the
threat of the Gateway project, bringing bitumen crude
across northern British Columbia to Kitimat and a new oil
tanker port. The crude would then be shipped to Asia, or
equally likely, south to the US. It is not as though anyone
boosting production from the oil sands had suggested the
oil patch only wanted one or the other of the Keystone and
Gateway projects. Those who are promoting the growth in
oil sands production from our current 1.3 million barrels of
oil per day to 5-6 million barrels of oil per day argue for both
and more.
I know of no other issue that so unifies British
Columbians as opposition to the threat of oil tankers and
spills on our coast. We cannot allow this scheme to be
approved. Right now the Enbridge Gateway process is at the
early stages of a Joint Review Process under the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act. Thousands have already
signed up to participate and oppose the project. Fortunately,
for those of us who do not want the project approved, it is
opposed by every First Nation along its route.
This pell-mell pressure for more production is taking
place in the absence of any energy plan, climate plan or jobs
plan. We could, if we were thinking about domestic energy
sovereignty and self-sufficiency, end the current situation
in which Canada imports 54% of the oil we use (from
Venezuela, Nigeria and OPEC), meanwhile shipping most
of the bitumen to the US. We could stop the growth in the
tar sands, but expand jobs by processing in Canada. We
could develop a sensible climate plan that creates more jobs
by investing in aggressive energy conservation and
renewable energy.
The Keystone Pipeline delay gives Canada the chance to
stop and think. Isn’t it time to develop our energy policy in
Canada, or do we want to continue letting other countries
effectively determine our future based on their own
domestic considerations?
Elizabeth May, O.C., is the Member of Parliament for
Saanich-Gulf Islands. She will be in Durban for COP17. 0

NEW DISPLAY CENTRE - LANgLEY!

Thinking about building remotely?
We can design and help you build your
custom ‘Hybrid’ timber frame home.
Visit Tamlin Homes’ new post & beam
head office for an eye opening tour!

Toll Free 1.877.826.5461
www.tamlinhomes.com
www.islandtides.com

